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EX-LOI STAR OPENS UP

STRACHAN . . . role

Celts are
tracking
Strachan
By ALAN NIXON

GORDON STRACHAN is
being lined up for a
dramatic return to Celtic
in a new ‘senior’ role.
The veteran Scot, 64,
has been working in
a similar position for
Dundee, who he helped
seal promotion back to
the SPFL.
But now he is poised
for a shock move back to
the Bhoys.
The ex-Celtic boss is
admired by owner Dermot
Desmond from his time at
Parkhead.
Strachan is the type of
experienced,
respected
figure they need ‘upstairs’.
Celtic
hired
Aussie
coach Ange Postecoglou
after failing to land Eddie
Howe but they are thin on
the ground for expertise
of the Scottish game.
Manchester City transfer guru and former Bohemians midfielder Fergal
Harkin turned down a
move to head up their
recruitment and transfer
team, so that position has
to be filled.
Strachan
could
look
after
that
department
among other areas if he
fancies the switch — and
it
would
also
mean
working again with his son
Gavin.
Celtic have Strachan JR
on their backroom team,
along with John Kennedy,
and both are set to stay
with Postecoglou arriving
without his own team.

Buy like
an Eagle
By DAN KING

CRYSTAL PALACE are the
subject of a £220million
takeover bid by a pioneer
in hologram technology.
American investor John
Textor is understood to be
leading
a
consortium
attempting to take control.
Palace’s future has been
up in the air for some
time amid reports current
American co-owners Josh
Harris and David Blitzer
want to sell the stakes
they bought in 2015.
Although
negotiations
are believed to be at an
advanced stage, there are
doubts in financial circles
about whether Textor is
the right man to steer the
Prem club into a new era.
He is best known for
leading the company that
created
holograms
of
deceased rapper Tupac
Shakur for the Coachella
Music Festival in 2012,
and of the late Michael
Jackson for the 2014 Billboard Music Awards.
But his name is mud in
Hollywood as he was the
chief executive who oversaw the slide into administration
of
renowned
visual effects firm Digital
Domain in 2012.
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I’m 28 and since
the age of 21 or
22, I gambled
every day
until the
last
month
LISTEN
UP . . . the
book and
podcast
that helped
Byrne

ON ‘SILENT’ ADDICTION
DAN ISSUES BETTING WARNING
By NEIL
O’RIORDAN

CHIEF SPORTS WRITER
OVER the last month, Dan
Byrne bought himself a set
of airpods and an outdoor
table and chairs.
One was a treat for himself
and the other for his mam.

There is nothing extraordinary
about either of those purchases by
the footballer, best known for his
time with Bohemians and now with
Warrenpoint Town.
Except for the Kilbarrack man,
they represent an important change
of direction in his life, the endorphin
rush of helping a loved one taking
the place of the fix he had
constantly craved.
Byrne said: “I wouldn’t have even
thought about buying them, or
had the money to do it, if I was
gambling.”
On Thursday, Byrne tweeted that
he was 30 days gambling free,
accompanied by pictures of Allen
Carr’s ‘The Easy Way To Stop
Gambling’ book and ‘The Problem
Gambling’ podcast.
He reckons that it is probably the
first time most people knew that he
had a problem.
He said: “You can’t physically see
it. If someone’s drinking or smoking,
you know it. But you don’t know if
someone’s gambling.
“You could be sitting on a team
bus or on the sofa and the person
next to you wouldn’t know you’re
gambling but, in my opinion, it’s
more mentally damaging.”
Normally when a gambling problem comes to light it is because a
trail of destruction has been left in
its wake — savings disappeared,
houses remortgaged or worse.
Thankfully, in Byrne’s case, none of
that applies. There has been money
squandered, yes. He has not done the
overall sums but they would not
make for pleasant reading.
But the bigger regret is over the
time lost with his sons — Scott,
seven, and one-year-old Zach.
He explained: “I started gambling
ten years ago when I got into football. I’m 28 now and since the age of
21 or 22

BYRNE
BRIGHTLY
. . . Byrne
celebrates
after beating
Rovers in
2018

I gambled every day until the last
month.”
Byrne first joined Bohs in 2011. He
left a year later but returned in the
middle of 2013.
His finest moment was scoring
against Shamrock Rovers in Tallaght
in April 2018 when Darragh Leahy
bagged a stoppage-time winner.
It meant he was interviewed in a
fans’ podcast in the run-up to Monday’s derby — which he would dearly
like to attend — but they were more
interested in discussing a bonecrunching tackle earlier in the game.
He said: “At least I’m remembered
for something.”
At the end of that season, he
joined former team-mate Ian Morris
at Shelbourne, winning promotion
before leaving for the Irish Premiership after relegation, although the
Bohs connection remained strong.
He recalled: “The last Bohs game I
was at was away to Pat’s in 2019,
with my son, when they qualified for
Europe. Shels fans weren’t happy
because they were playing in Wexford but I was injured.”
Although Byrne was a part-time
footballer with a job on the side as a
factory worker, rather than a fulltime pro with time to kill,
gambling still dominated
his life.
He
added:
“As
soon
as
the
horse racing
started
at

12pm or 1pm, I’d start gambling. It’s
just too easy when you have it on
your phone, whether I was at home
or at work. And you’re missing out
on things because you’re doing it all
the time.
“I bet on horses, football and dogs.
The dogs would be a big thing
because my brother had a few greyhounds and I bought into one at
some stage.
“I wasn’t doing mad money, it was
€10 or €20 there. You hear people
saying they put €500 on something. I
wouldn’t be doing those amounts but
they all add up.
“I was probably betting €200 or
€300 every week and, yeah, sometimes you win but as soon as you
do it’s gone again. There’s only one
winner from gambling and that’s the
bookie.
“People tell you that all the time
but you don’t listen because you
don’t want to hear.
“I probably became more aware of
the money I was spending through
Revolut because you’re seeing the figures all the time whereas I wasn’t
with the bank account.
“It’s a significant amount of money,
especially when you have kids.
“Don’t get me wrong, my kids have
always been well-fed and welldressed but that’s still money I
could have been spending on them
or myself.
“And there’s the time
you’re
missing
out on with
the kids as

well because you are running
into the bookies. It wasn’t right.
“There was other stuff as well. I
remember going away with the lads
after the end of the season and I’d
be in the bookies instead of having
the craic with the lads in the pub.”
He
sat
down
with
girlfriend
Gemma last month to give her some
insight into the extent of his addiction and his intention to stop and
says she was 100 per cent supportive.
There was no direct help sought,
but — armed with the book and the
podcast — it has been a case of so
far, so good.
He said: “I am a strong-minded
fella. The willpower is there so my
first goal was 30 days and I was able
to do that.
“Obviously I took all the apps off
my phone and closed down my
accounts but I’ve found it OK. If my
brother’s dog is running at the weekend I can watch it no problem.
“The big test for me was we were
going on a trip to Belfast with the
lads and they were gambling and it
didn’t faze me.
“I read the book for about an hour
on the train up and that helped me
to trigger my brain to say, ‘I’m not
gambling’, and I got through it OK.”
Byrne is eager to help others who
find themselves in the same boat.
He said: “If one person stops gambling because they read my tweet or
read this interview then I’ll be
delighted. There is more help there
than people realise.
“When I was playing in the League
of Ireland, the PFAI were very good
at trying to educate people but when
you’re in the grip of an addiction
you’re not looking for a way out so I
wasn’t really listening.
“But gambling is a real problem in
football, there’s no doubt about it.”
The more he researches the topic,
the more he feels tighter regulations
on the betting industry are needed.
A ban on advertising on tobacco
was introduced in 2000 and now it is
not possible to buy a pack of cigarettes without being confronted with
graphic images of the potential harm
they will cause.
Byrne — who has signed up for a
further two years with Warrenpoint
— contrasts this with gambling.
He said: “You’re watching a match
and a smiley, happy ad comes on
telling you the odds for Italy to win
2-0. That’s not right.
“They need to do something about
that and maybe look at what
you can gamble according to what
you earn.
“It’s just too easy, to set up an
account
and
off
you
go,
ask
someone to lend you some money on
Revolut and as soon as you have
it,
it’s
gone
again.”

HONEST VIEW . . . former
Bohs man Byrne has opened
up on his gambling
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DEPAY . . . dream move

Depay off
to Barca
By IAN WINROW

MEMPHIS DEPAY will join
Barcelona when his deal
with Lyon expires at the
end of this month.
The
LaLiga
club
announced yesterday the
Dutch forward has agreed
a two-year contract.
Depay, who scored in
his country’s Euro 2020
victory over Austria on
Thursday, spent four years
at Lyon following his
switch from Manchester
United in 2017, scoring 76
goals in 178 games.
The 27-year-old wanted
to link up again with former Oranje boss Ronald
Koeman at the Nou Camp.
Depay becomes the Catalans’ third free transfer
of the summer, following
the signing of Manchester
City duo Sergio Aguero
and Eric Garcia.

Engels is
out door
By ISABELLE BARKER

BJORN ENGELS has been
turfed out of Aston Villa
after not making a single
appearance for the club in
more than a YEAR.
The defender, 26, will
leave the club immediately
to link up with Royal
Antwerp in Belgium.
Villa paid £8million for
Belgian Engels but it is
unclear how much of that
fee they are likely to be
able to get back.
He arrived from French
club Reims after Villa’s
promotion to the Premier
League in 2019 and
earned a place in Dean
Smith’s starting XI in the
first part of the campaign.
But Engels has not
played
since
football
resumed last June following a three-month break
amid the Covid crisis.

Brereton’s
hot Chile
By ISABELLE BARKER

BEN BRERETON toasted a
dream first start for Chile
by hitting the only goal
against Bolivia.
The Blackburn forward
unleashed a fierce, low
drive in the Copa America
group match in Brazil on
ten minutes.
He said: “Great work all
of Chile. I feel very happy
in the game today. We will
continue to work hard.”
The
Stoke-born
ace
played for England at
youth level but is eligible
to play for La Roja
because his mum was
born in Chile.
Brereton, 22, made his
debut from the bench
against Argentina in their
Group A opener.
Chile are behind group
leaders Argentina on goal
difference.

